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ABSTRACT
We analyze 16 failed filament eruptions observed near 24 solar cycle maximum from
May 2013 to July 2014. No significant rotation of filament spines is observed during the
ascent in all studied failed eruptions, which does not support kink-instability mech-
anism of triggering the eruptions. We calculate potential magnetic field distributions
in the corona above the initial locations of the filaments to study their height depen-
dence. In seven events, the vertical profiles of the decay index n are monotonic. The
other nine events occur in the regions with the switchback or saddle-like n-profiles. The
direction of the horizontal field near the saddle bottom is turned through more than
100◦ relative its direction at the initial filament position, which reveals the quadrupo-
lar magnetic configuration with null points in these regions. The eruptive filaments
stop above the null points where the total Lorenz force is directed upward. The most
reasonable force that can terminate filament ascending and balance the Lorenz force
seems the gravity.
Key words: Sun: activity – Sun: coronal mass ejections (CMEs) – Sun: filaments,
prominences – Sun: magnetic fields
1 INTRODUCTION
Solar prominences, or filaments as they are called when ob-
served in projection against the solar disc, sometimes sud-
denly start to ascend as a whole (full eruptions) (Joshi & Sri-
vastava 2011; Holman & Foord 2015) or within limited sec-
tions of their length (partial eruptions) (Gibson & Fan 2006;
Kliem et al. 2014). An eruptive prominence can move high
into the corona (successful eruptions) and initiate a coronal
mass ejection (CME). It is not uncommon that the erupt-
ing prominence decelerates and stops at some greater height
in the corona (confined or failed eruptions) (Ji et al. 2003;
To¨ro¨k & Kliem 2005; Alexander et al. 2006; Kuridze et al.
2013; Kushwaha et al. 2015). A CME is not observed after
such a ’prominence jump’. Therefore, observations of the be-
ginning of the prominence rapid ascent, or in other words its
activation (Gilbert et al. 2000), do not ensure strong distur-
bance of space weather associated with CMEs. In the cata-
log of prominence eruptions (McCauley et al. 2015) observed
by the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) (Lemen et al.
2012) onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory SDO) (Pes-
nell et al. 2012) in a period from June 2010 to September
2014 (more than 900 events), about 20% of all eruptions are
classified as confined ones.
Instabilities of magnetic flux ropes are considered as one
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of the most probable driving mechanisms of eruptive promi-
nences. The twisted structure is often observed in eruptive
prominences and cores of CMEs in the field-of-view of space-
born coronagraphs (Gary & Moore 2004; Filippov & Zag-
netko 2008; Patsourakos et al. 2013; Joshi et al. 2014; Cheng
et al. 2014). The flux-rope magnetic structure is found in
space in magnetic clouds arriving to the Earth’s orbit after
launches of CMEs (Lepping et al. 1990; Dasso et al. 2007). If
twist of the flux-rope field lines exceeds some critical value,
the flux rope axis deforms into a helix as a result of the kink
instability (Kadomtsev 1966; To¨ro¨k et al. 2004). If a flux
rope is embedded into magnetic field with a rather strong
gradient, a catastrophic loss of equilibrium or torus insta-
bility can develop (Bateman 1978; Forbes & Isenberg 1991;
Forbes & Priest 1995; Kliem & To¨ro¨k 2006; Longcope &
Forbes 2014). Kink instability is able to change the shape
and position of the flux rope but it remains confined. Thus
the kink instability can be a mechanism of failed eruptions.
On the other hand, kinking may convey the flux rope to the
region where the catastrophic loss of equilibrium or torus
instability acts.
The role of the strapping magnetic field in the fate of an
activated filament is widely accepted. In many studies, the
so named magnetic decay index n (Bateman 1978; Filippov
& Den 2000, 2001; Kliem & To¨ro¨k 2006)
n = − ∂ ln Be
∂ ln h
, (1)
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2 Boris Filippov
where Be is the horizontal coronal magnetic field and h is
the height above the photosphere, is calculated and ana-
lyzed. Guo et al. (2011) found that the driven by the kink
instability flux rope, related to the eruptive filament on 2005
May 27, was confined in the corona because the decay index
of the external magnetic field stays below the threshold for
the torus instability (nc = 1.5) within a long height range.
The decay index was also lower the torus instability thresh-
old at the maximum filament height in the failed eruption
on 2011 March 9 (Li et al. 2018). Liu (2008) reported that
the average decay index in the height range 42 – 105 Mm
over source regions of ten eruptive events was consistently
smaller (n ≤ 1.71) for failed eruption than those for full
eruptions (n > 1.74). The confinement of eruptions of two
small-scale filaments on 2014 April 7 is attributed to the
large-scale overlaying magnetic loops (Xue et al. 2016). The
decay index was about 1.2 on average above the filaments,
which was less than the threshold for the torus instability.
However, sometimes eruptive filaments terminate as-
cending motion in regions where the decay index is greater
that the threshold for the torus instability. Zhou et al. (2019)
found that in seven cases from studied 16 the decay index
at the filament-apex position exceeds the threshold for the
torus instability. All these seven events demonstrate strong
writhing motions during the eruptions with the rotation an-
gle in the range of 50◦ – 130◦. The other filaments stopped
in torus-stable regions but while five of them showed rota-
tion less than 20◦, four filaments also rotated through an
angle in the range of 50◦ – 120◦. Nevertheless, the authors
insist that the rotation motion of a filament has a certain
correlation with the failed eruption.
Some other factors are considered as supporting the
confinement of eruptions. Liu et al. (2009) suggested that
the asymmetry of background fields provides a relatively
stronger confinement for flux-rope eruptions than the sym-
metric fields do. Observations of EUV arcades above an
erupting filament provide evidence that the overlying mag-
netic arcades could confine the filament eruption (Chen et al.
2013). The amount of stored free magnetic energy in the re-
gion before the eruption can be important for the success or
failure of eruptions (Liu et al. 2018). Strong ambient toroidal
magnetic field (along the flux rope axis) can prevent the flux
rope from kinking and produce a toroidal tension force that
halts the eruption (Myers et al. 2015, 2016; Filippov 2020).
Coronal magnetic field-line reconnection can play an impor-
tant role in the creation of conditions for filament eruptions
either strengthening or weakening the magnetic confinement
of the filaments (Wang et al. 2018).
Magnetic-field structure above active regions is ana-
lyzed also to discriminate them regarding the probability of
eruptive or confined flares. Cheng et al. (2011) studied the
properties of the magnetic field for six confined and three
eruptive flares in the same active region NOAA 10720 on
2005 January. The vertical decay index profiles were mono-
tonic for confined flares and saddle-like with a ’bump’ at
a height of about 10 Mm for eruptive flares. Moreover, the
field strength for the eruptive flares was weaker than that for
the confined events at the same heights.Wang et al. (2017)
found that the decay index increased monotonously with
height in the majority (∼ 85%) of studied 60 flaring regions
and reached the critical value for the torus instability (nc =
1.5) at significantly higher heights for confined flares than
for eruptive ones. Saddle-like n-profiles in the other regions
had significantly smaller values of n at the saddle bottom
in confined flares than that in eruptive ones. In addition
to decay index calculations, which were in general in agree-
ment with the previous results, Baumgartner et al. (2018)
analyzed the orientation of the magnetic field as a function
of height in the corona. In the confined-flare regions, the
field rotated more rapidly than in eruptive ones and quickly
adjusted to the large-scale active-region field. The decay in-
dex in the flare-rich but CME-poor active region NOAA
12192 (2014 October) was lower than in CME-productive
regions; n did not reach a value of 1.5 until a large height
of more than 120 Mm, so the torus instability was unlikely
(Sun et al. 2015). The decisive role of the decay index height-
dependence for the active-region CME-productivity was con-
firmed in many other flares(Vasantharaju et al. 2018; Sarkar
& Srivastava 2018).
In this paper, we analyze 16 failed filament eruptions
observed near 24 solar maximum. We calculate potential
magnetic field distributions in the corona above the initial
locations of the filaments. The values of the decay index
at the initial height of filaments before the eruptions and at
the maximum observed height were found. The environment
magnetic conditions at the heights where the filaments were
stopped cannot be assumed as favourable for a stable equi-
librium of a magnetic flux rope. We analyze a simple model
for the flux-rope equilibrium and show the importance of the
gravity force for the confinement of the eruptions.
2 OBSERVATIONAL DATA
We used the AIA Filament Eruption Catalog
(http://aia.cfa.harvard.edu/filament/) (McCauley et al.
2015) as a database for the primary selection of confined
filament eruptions. Besides the necessary condition of
the absence of the associated CME, we selected events
that were located not too close to the east limb, because
there would be difficult to find the initial filament position
relative photospheric magnetic fields, and were not too
close to the centre of the solar disk, because there would
be difficult to estimate the height of the filament above the
chromosphere. For the period from May 2013 to July 2014
we selected 16 events listed in Tables 1 and 2. We begin our
selection from most recent events in the catalog, and since
eruptive events are rather frequent at solar maximum, all
events belong to maximum phase. Whether properties of
these failed eruptions differ from failed eruptions in other
phases of the solar cycle requires additional examination in
future.
In addition to the AIA data we used Hα images from
the Big Bear Solar Observatory, Kanzelhohe Solar Obser-
vatory, and the National Solar Observatory (NSO)/Global
Oscillation Network Group (GONG). Observation in EUV
with the Sun Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric In-
vestigation (SECCHI) Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUVI)
(Wuelser et al. 2004; Howard et al. 2008) onboard the So-
lar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) were very
helpful for measurements of eruptive prominence heights and
in some cases their initial heights before eruption, if a fila-
ment was just at the limb for one of the STEREO spacecraft.
Magnetograms taken by the Heliospheric and Magnetic Im-
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Figure 1. Failed filament eruption observed on 2014 March 28 by SDO/AIA in the 304-A˚ channel close to the west limb. The white line
AB in the panel (e) shows the slit position for the distance-time diagram presented in Fig. 2. (Courtesy of the NASA/SDO and the AIA
science team.)
ager (HMI) (Schou et al. 2012) onboard the SDO were used
as the boundary conditions for the potential magnetic field
calculations.
Figure 1 shows a typical failed filament eruption ob-
served on 2014 March 28 by SDO/AIA in the 304-A˚ channel
close to the west limb (see also Electronic Supplementary
Material, Movie1). The filament rises as an arch increasing
in size with the legs fixed on the solar surface. The dynamics
of the arch summit is presented in the height-time diagram
in Fig. 2. The slit used for the construction of the diagram
is shown as a white line in Fig. 1e. The filament starts to
rise rather abruptly at 13:38 UT with acceleration. After
02:00 UT it begins to decelerate and stops at a height of
120 Mm as a shredded arch. Filament material drains down
to the surface along the either arch leg. The arch looks like
shrinking a little before disappearance due to draining of the
material, however it may be an illusion caused by the falling
material. There is no noticeable rotation of the arch plane
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2015)
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Table 1. Failed filament eruptions in the quadrupolar magnetic configuration
Date Coordinates, Beginning X-ray Flare 2a, Mm h0, Mm n0 hs , Mm ns αs , deg
deg of the eruption, flare class onset time,
UT UT
2013.05.14 S12 E70 05:05 - - 160 20 0.75 150 0.5 100
2013.06.12 N33 W10 14:45 - - 150 20 1.25 180 0.6 100
2013.08.04 N20 E52 06:20 - - 120 10 1 120 1.2 150
2013.12.08 00 W90 03:15 - - 150 40 0.8 140 1 80
2014.03.27 S24 W27 12:30 - - 110 20 1.2 220 0.8 150
2014.03.28 S10 W66 01:30 - - 50 (L) 15 0.75 120 1.2 110
2014.07.02 N05 W52 17:05 C1.0 18:00 190 25 1 160 1.8 100
2014.07.05 S12 W07 22:00 C1.1 22:33 75 25 0.7 75 0.5 120
2014.07.30 S34 E65 16:50 no data no data 100 20 1 150 0 140
Table 2. Failed filament eruptions in the dipolar magnetic configuration
Date Coordinates, Beginning X-ray Flare 2a, Mm h0, Mm n0 hs , Mm ns αs , deg
deg of the eruption, flare class onset time,
UT UT
2013.05.21 S15 W62 09:45 C1.2 10:23 150 15 0.4 150 1.8 12
2013.06.11 S07 W42 20:20 - - 250 40 0.6 150 1.3 20
2013.07.03 N18 W40 05:40 M1.5 07:00 40 10 0.4 70 0.8 40
2013.09.20 S34 W12 03:30 B9.6 04:11 190 30 0.7 120 1.1 30
2014.02.17 S07 W04 02:30 C6.6 02:51 110 20 0.8 170 2.3 70
2014.03.20 N25 W15 05:30 - - 110 70 1.3 250 2.5 25
2014.05.03 N14 E57 07:30 C1.0 07:57 25 (L) 15 0.8 90 2.3 5
Figure 2. Distance-time diagram along the slit AB shown in Fig.
1e.
during the ascent. This is typical for all studied failed erup-
tions. In the forth column of Tables 1 and 2, the estimated
initial filament heights are presented. The accuracy of this
estimation is not high because of projection effects and un-
certainties of geometrical factors. We will assume an error
bar as a half of estimated value, i.e. ± 20 – 30%. This is also
true for maximum heights of erupting filaments presented
in the sixth column of Tables 1 and 2. The third column
presents projected distances 2a between the footpoints of
arches. These values more or less characterize the real dis-
tances along the surface in the case of meridionally oriented
filaments and if they are located not far from the solar disc
centre. Of course, the projection effect is large for the fil-
ament stretched in the west-east direction and located not
far from limbs. These cases are marked by L in the tables.
The footpoint separations are similar to apex heights of the
arches. Therefore, their final shape resembles a crescent. The
tables also contain data on the time of the beginning of the
filament eruptions and the onset time and class of soft X-ray
flares (if any), observed by Geostationary Operational En-
vironmental Satellites (GOES) in the long-wavelength band
(1 - 8 A˚).
3 ANALYSIS OF THE MAGNETIC
ENVIRONMENT
It is widely assumed that coronal magnetic field significantly
influences the initiation and prospects of filament eruptions.
While coronal electric currents associated with flux ropes
and sheared arcades are the source of energy released in
eruptions, the field generated by subphotospheric currents
determines filament equilibrium conditions and dynamics.
In a first approximation, this field can be considered as po-
tential one in the corona. To examine what is specific for
the source regions of failed filament eruptions, we calcu-
lated the characteristics of potential magnetic field above
the filaments. We use the solution of the Neumann exter-
nal boundary-value problem based on the Green function
method (see Filippov & Den 2001; Filippov 2013 and ref-
erences therein). From a full-disc HMI magnetogram of the
longitudinal field we cut a rectangular area around a fila-
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2015)
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Figure 3. Hα filtergram taken on 2014 March 22 at 20:12 UT showing the filament six days before the eruption (a), HMI magnetogram
of the same region and at the same time with superposed PILs (thick red lines) at a height of 6 Mm (b), the same Hα filtergram as in
the panel (a) with superposed PILs (c). Small blue numerated circles in the panel (b) show the points over which vertical magnetic field
profiles were calculated. (Courtesy of the Big Bear Solar Observatory and of the NASA/SDO HMI science team.)
Figure 4. Vertical profiles of the decay index n (a) and the rotation angle α (b) of the horizontal potential magnetic field over the
points shown in Fig. 3b. Green and red rectangles show estimated error intervals of initial and final heights of the eruptive prominence,
respectively. Small red circle shows the average final height and the value of the decay index.
ment and use it as the boundary condition. Since we selected
events remote from the disc centre for the need to observe
the shape and height of the eruptive filaments, these areas
were not favourable for magnetic-field measurements. We
were forced to use magnetograms taken several days before
or after the eruption, when the source region was close to
the central meridian and suppose that the large-scale field
did not change significantly during this period.
Figure 3a shows the Hα filtergram of the source region
of the eruption presented in Fig. 1 six days before the event.
The eruptive filament represents the north-east section of a
rather long filament. Figure 3b demonstrates the HMI mag-
netogram of the same region at the same time. Both images
are slightly remapped in order to obtain an array with pixels
of equal area more suitable for the magnetic extrapolation
(Filippov 2013; Sun 2013). The red contours present the po-
larity inversion line (PIL) at the height of 6 Mm superposed
on the magnetogram (Fig. 3b) and the Hα filtergram (Fig.
3c). Small blue numerated circles show the points over which
vertical magnetic field profiles were calculated.
Figure 4 shows vertical profiles of the decay index n of
the potential coronal magnetic field calculated using Equa-
tion (1). The profiles become steeper curved as switchbacks
closer to the western end of the filament section that later
erupted.Wang et al. (2017) called such type of decay index
profiles as saddle-like ones. The value of the decay index at
the initial height of the filament before the eruption (within
the error bar indicated by the green rectangle) is close to
unity. The maximum height lies within the error bar shown
by the red rectangle. While there is a wide range of n within
the red rectangle, an average value, which possibly corre-
sponds just to the summit of the eruptive-filament arch, is
between 1 and 1.5. The steep changes of the decay index
suggest the proximity to a magnetic null point. Indeed, the
horizontal field turns steeply at the same heights and be-
comes nearly oppositely directed (Fig. 4b). At the maximum
height of the eruptive filament, the horizontal field rotates
through about 100◦ from its near-surface direction. These
properties of the coronal potential field are evidence of a
quadrupolar magnetic configuration in the source region.
The quadrupolar magnetic configuration is found in
more than half of studied events. Figures 5 and 6 present the
decay index n and the rotation angle α profiles analogous to
the profiles shown in Fig. 4. These events are listed in Table
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2015)
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Figure 5. Vertical profiles of the decay index n of potential magnetic field in quadrupolar source regions of failed eruptions.
1. The decay index at the initial height in these eruptions is
close to unity with the dispersion of about ± 0.25 (the fifth
column of Table 1). The filaments stop at heights above null
points where the decay index is increasing with height but
not too great being in the range from 0 to 1.8 (the seventh
column of Table 1). The rotation angles α presented in the
eight column are more than 90◦ at the filament maximum
height in all cases except one.
The other events (7 from 16) originate from source re-
gions with a different structure. The decay index in these
regions increases monotonically with height (Fig. 7). The
magnetic structure can be assumed as dipolar. There are
some deviations from a smooth curve showing the presence
of different scales in the magnetic field but they do not sig-
nificantly violate the general behaviour of n. The rotation of
the field does not exceed 70◦ at filament maximum heights,
being usually much lesser. These events are listed in Table
2. These filaments start to accelerate at heights with decay
index values in the range from 0.4 to 0.8 except one case
with n = 1.2 (the fifth column of Table 2). In contrast, the
decay index at maximum heights is much greater. It is in
the range from 1.1 to 2.5, also except one case with n = 0.8
(the seventh column of Table 2).
4 MAGNETIC FLUX-ROPE EQUILIBRIUM
AND STABILITY
In all studied events, the filament eruptions start at a height
where the decay index is about unity or less. In models of
thin flux-rope equilibrium, this value of the decay index is
typical for the loss of equilibrium of a flux rope with the
straight axis (van Tend & Kuperus 1978; Molodenskii &
Filippov 1987; De´moulin & Aulanier 2010). More than half
of the filaments in the dipolar magnetic configuration stop
at a height where the decay index is greater than 1.5, the
value considered as the threshold of the torus instability for
thin flux ropes with the circular axis (Bateman 1978; Kliem
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2015)
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Figure 6. Direction of the potential magnetic field in quadrupolar source regions of failed eruptions.
& To¨ro¨k 2006). In the quadrupolar source regions, the fil-
aments stop above null points at a height where the decay
index is less than unity which at first glance is favourable for
a stable equilibrium, but the horizontal coronal filed rotates
there through the angle more than 90◦ from its near-surface
direction and cannot more hold the flux rope.
In order to find what could be the reason of the termi-
nation of the filament ascent, we analyse a simple model of
the thin flux-rope equilibrium. We consider the flux rope as
a section of a torus with its two footpoints anchored in the
photosphere as shown in Fig. 9 (Cargill et al. 1994; Olmedo
& Zhang 2010). The initial major radius of the torus R is
large because the initial height of the flux-rope apex h is low
R =
a2 + h2
2h
, (2)
where a is the half-footpoint separation. In neglect of plasma
pressure forces in comparison with the Lorenz forces (low-
beta plasma), we consider the equilibrium of the flux-rope
apex as a balance of the following forces. The upward Lorenz
self-force (per unit length), also referred as the hoop force,
strongly depends on the curvature radius (Shafranov 1966)
Fh =
I2
c2R
(
ln
8R
r
− 1 + li
2
)
, (3)
where I is the toroidal electric current, r is the minor radius
of the torus, li is the internal inductance per unit length.
This force vanishes at low heights, since the axis curvature
becomes large, and nearly straight electric current does not
influence itself. On the other hand, the low flux rope is under
the strong influence of the diamagnetic photosphere creating
the upward force usually modelled by acting of the mirror
current (Kuperus & Raadu 1974)
FI =
I2
c2h
. (4)
Equations (3) and (4) describe the limiting cases of the
force acting on the flux-rope element from the whole electric
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2015)
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Figure 7. Vertical profiles of the decay index n of potential magnetic field in dipolar source regions of failed eruptions.
circuit. FI corresponds to the case of a low height, when
the influence of the inductive surface-currents is maximal,
while Fh is negligible. In contrast, Fh describes the action
of neighbour flux-rope sections when the surface currents
are at a greater distance and their action is unimportant.
The sum of FI and Fh can be approximately assumed as the
expression valid at any height. The calculation of the precise
expression is a challenging task (Garren & Chen 1994).
The internal toroidal magnetic field Bt creates the
downward tension force
Ft = −
B¯2t r
2
8R
, (5)
where the bar denotes the averaging over the minor radius
r, while the external constraining poloidal magnetic field Be
acts downwards with the force
FB = − IBec . (6)
We also take into account the gravity force Fg = Mg, where
M is the mass of the filament per unit length and g is the
free-fall acceleration, although this force is often considered
negligible at low heights compared with the Lorenz forces
(Molodenskii & Filippov 1987; Priest & Forbes 1990). In
the interval of heights typical for failed eruptions, g can be
considered as a constant.
Equilibrium along the minor radius in neglect of plasma
pressure gradient demands the following relationship be-
tween toroidal Bt and poloidal Bp components of the internal
magnetic field (Shafranov 1966)
B¯2t = B
2
p, (7)
where
Bp = −2Icr . (8)
The condition (7) is satisfied for force-free magnetic field.
Following Lin et al. (1998) and Isenberg & Forbes (2007)
we chose the linear force-free internal magnetic structure
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2015)
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Figure 8. Direction of the potential magnetic field in dipolar source regions of failed eruptions.
(Lundquist 1951), which gives li = 1. Then taking into ac-
count Equations (3), (5), (7), and (8) the radial self-force
per unit length is given by
FR = Fh + Ft =
I2
c2R
(
ln
8R
r
− 1
)
. (9)
Conservation of the toroidal flux within the flux rope with
the linear force-free field determines the dependence of the
flux-rope radius r on the current I (Lin et al. 1998):
r = r0
I0
I
. (10)
Changes of the electric current I during eruptions are
usually connected with the conservation of the poloidal mag-
netic flux between the photosphere and the flux rope:
Φp = ΦI + Φs = cLI +
∫
s
Beds = const, (11)
where S is the area between the photosphere and the flux
rope and L is the self-inductance of the torus fraction above
the photosphere (Cargill et al. 1994; Olmedo & Zhang 2010):
L =
4piRΘ
c2
(
ln
8R
r
− 3
2
)
, (12)
with the Θ-factor indicating the portion of a circle above the
photosphere:
Θ =

1 − θpi , h ≥ a ,
θ
pi , h < a ,
(13)
and
θ = sin−1 a
R
. (14)
Since L depends on r, while r depends on I, in calculat-
ing I at some height we need to use at first the initial value
of r, r = r0, then to substitute the value of I into Equation
(10) and use the new value of r for the calculation of I. After
several iterations we obtain self-consistent value of I.
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2015)
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Figure 9. Schematic drawing of an erupting circular flux rope
For the external field we chose a simple presentation
as the field of two 2D horizontal dipoles m1 and m2 located
at different depths d1 and d2 below the conductive surface
(photosphere):
Be =
m1
(z + d1)2
+
m2
(z + d2)2
, (15)
where z is the vertical coordinate. The case of one dipole was
studied in detail for 2D model by Priest & Forbes (1990).
Combination of fields of two dipoles allows us to have various
vertical profiles of the external field. Filippov (2018) showed
that two dipoles with the same directions but with different
dipolar moments and at different depths are able to create an
additional equilibrium point in the corona, which may serve
as a maximum height for a failed eruption or an intermediate
metastable state in a two-step eruption of a filament.
Despite the simplicity of the expression for Be, the exact
value of the flux Φs can be calculated only numerically, e.g.
for h < a:
Φs(a, h) =
∫ a
−a
∫ z′
0
Bedxdz =
∫ a
−a
(
m1
(z′ + d1)
+
m2
(z′ + d2)
)
dx,
(16)
where z′ is the z-coordinate of the circular contour (Fig. 8):
z′ =
[(a2 + h2)2 − 4h2x2]1/2 − a2 + h2
2h
. (17)
However, calculations show that the value of the flux below
the circular contour is very close to the value of the flux
through the rectangular contour shown in Fig. 9, which can
be expressed as
Φs(a, h) ≈ 2a
(
m1
(h + d1)
+
m2
(h + d2)
)
. (18)
Let us consider at first the case when the vertical decay
index profile is monotonic as in Fig. 7, which requires that
either dipole has the same direction. The field is perpen-
dicular to the plane of the flux-rope loop and has the same
direction everywhere. We may expect that in contrast to the
switchback n-profile used by Filippov (2018) to model a two-
step eruption, there could be the second equilibrium point
at greater height than initial equilibrium with 1 < n < 1.5,
where a curved flux rope could find the stable equilibrium.
Figure 10. Vertical profiles of the decay index n of the field of
a single dipole and two dipoles with m2/m1 = 10 and different
depths. The horizontal axis is in units of d1.
Figure 10 shows n-profiles of a single 2D dipole and two
dipoles with m2/m1 = 10 and different depths of the greater
dipole. The decay index of the field of the single dipole in-
creases rather steep, while with the ratio of depth of two
dipoles of the order of 10, the profile is gently sloping but
still monotonic. We use this profile for the analysis of equi-
librium (Fig. 11). We should specify then the footpoint sep-
aration. A great value of a, compared to d1 used as a scale in
our model, leads to a long extent of the radial self-force FR
increase. Too short separation means a curved initial axis of
the flux rope. We chose a = 3d1, so that the flux rope will
be straight enough to have the critical decay index close to
unity.
Figure 11b demonstrates the behaviour of the forces,
acting on the flux rope according Equations (6), (8), and
(9), with height in units of d1. The gravity force is chosen
to be of the order of one tenth of the Lorenz forces at the
initial equilibrium point (the green line). The total force F
acting on the flux rope is presented by the thick red line.
The initial value of the electric current I is chosen to have
an unstable equilibrium point at a low height, which is the
start point for the eruption. The red line touches the hori-
zontal axis showing the point of unstable equilibrium. This
point is located at the height lower than the value of d1 and
corresponds to the value of the decay index less than unity.
This is apparently due to the increase of the electric current
I according the inductance equation (11) at low heights (Fig.
11c), because of the rather steep increase of Φs and slight
changes of L at low heights.
While FI and FB rapidly decrease with height, the ra-
dial self-force FR at first increases, as the curvature of the
flux rope increases according Equation (2), until h = a and
then decreases, as the curvature decreases. The total force F
vanishes at h ≈ 9 and becomes directed downward at greater
heights. Therefore, any displacement of the flux rope away
from this point restores it back: the total force is directed
upward below the point and downward above it. Hence, this
is stable equilibrium point, which can be considered as the
maximum height of the flux rope in the failed eruption, if
some drag force prevents its oscillations (Filippov 2018; Za-
itsev & Stepanov 2018). Obviously that this equilibrium is
reached due to the presence of the gravity force. Without
gravity, the total force slowly decreases but is hold directed
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upwards like the red curve approaches to the green line in
Fig. 11b. In principle, the upper equilibrium point can exist
without taking into account the gravity force in much slower
decreasing magnetic field but anyway it would be at rather
great height and the n-profile would not be very similar to
the profiles shown in Fig. 7.
In the quadrupolar magnetic configuration, without
taking into account the gravity force there is no chance for
the flux rope to find a new equilibrium above a null point,
where the external field does not hold it more but accel-
erates the flux rope upwards. The field is perpendicular to
the plane of the flux-rope loop and change direction to the
opposite above the null point. Figure 12 shows the height-
dependence of values in the quadrupolar configuration sim-
ilar to presented in Fig. 5. The decay-index jump at h ≈ 3.5
(Fig. 12a) corresponds to the null point above which the
field changes direction to opposite. The force FB is positive
(upward) above the null point as well as the other forces ac-
tion on the flux rope except the gravity force (Fig. 12 b). In
general, the pattern is very similar to presented in Fig. 11.
The point of instability is also located at the height lower
than the value of d1 and corresponds to the value of the
decay index less than unity.
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We analyze 16 failed filament eruptions observed near 24
solar maximum from May 2013 to July 2014. Besides the
necessary condition of the absence of the associated CME,
we selected events that were not located too close the east
limb, because there would be difficult to find the initial fil-
ament position relative photospheric magnetic fields, and
were not too close to the centre of the solar disk, because
there would be difficult to estimate the height of the fila-
ment above the chromosphere. In contrast to events studied
by Zhou et al. (2019), no significant rotation of the filament
arch plane is observed during the ascent in all studied failed
eruptions. Therefore, there is no evidence of writhing and
kink-instability in this sample of events, although we can-
not rule out absolutely the kink-instability as a trigger of
eruptions.
Equilibrium and dynamics of a magnetic flux rope in
the corona depends on the external magnetic field generated
mostly by electric currents located below the photosphere.
Potential field approximation is widely used as a rather sim-
ple technique to extrapolate the photospheric fields into the
corona. We calculated potential magnetic field distributions
in the corona above the initial locations of the filaments us-
ing in some cases magnetograms several days before or after
eruptions when the source region was close to the central
meridian. The large-scale coronal magnetic field is supposed
to have minor changes during this period of time. In seven
events, the height-dependence of the decay index is mono-
tonic. The filaments start to erupt at a height where the
decay index is a little lesser then unity and stop at a height
where n > 1.5 for four events. These events should be torus-
unstable at the maximum height and there must be another
cause apart from the strapping coronal field to confine them.
The other nine events occur in the regions with the
switchback or saddle-like n-profiles. At first glance, this
shape of the profiles is favourable for the existence of a torus-
stable zone (n < 1.5) high in the corona (Wang et al. 2017;
Filippov 2018; Liu et al. 2018) because after the initial in-
crease the decay index drops to values below the threshold
of the torus instability. On the other hand, it was these re-
gions with the saddle-like n-dependence that were eruptive
in the sample studied by Cheng et al. (2011). Inoue et al.
(2018) on the basis of the numerical MHD simulation showed
that that an eruptive flux rope can pass through a torus-
stable zone (n < 1.5) high in the corona in a region with
the saddle-like vertical decay index profile because of a non-
linear positive feedback process between the flux rope and
magnetic reconnection behind it. The coronal magnetic field
in their simulation was calculated using the measured photo-
spheric magnetogram partly in the nonlinear-force-free field
approximation and partly in the current-free approximation.
It is not evident from the paper whether the horizontal field
changes direction at the bottom of the saddle-like n-profile.
In all our events, the direction of the horizontal field near
the saddle bottom is turned through more than 100◦ rela-
tive its direction at the initial filament position. Since the
apex of the eruptive filaments does not rotate significantly
in our events, the external field does not hold it more but
accelerates the flux rope upwards.
In order to find what could be the reason of the termi-
nation of the filament ascent, we analyse a simple model of
the thin flux-rope equilibrium. The external magnetic field
is modelled by the field of two linear dipoles with different
dipole moments and located at different depths below the
photosphere. This simple model allows us to reproduce dif-
ferent vertical behaviour of the external field. The flux rope
is considered as a section of a torus with its two footpoints
anchored in the photosphere. The initial major radius of the
torus is large because the initial height of the flux-rope apex
is low. That is why the initial equilibrium of the flux rope is
similar to the equilibrium of a straight linear current, stable
if the external magnetic field decreases with height not too
fast (n < 1). However, the exact value of the critical value of
the decay index depends also (apart from some other factors
that we do not discuss here) on the variations of the electric
current with height according the inductance equation. At
low heights, the current value increases due to increase of the
magnetic flux of the background field through the flux-rope
contour. As a result, the critical value of the decay index
becomes smaller than unity. In the majority of the studied
events, the eruptions really start from the heights where the
decay index is smaller than unity.
When the height of the flux-rope apex increases, its axis
becomes more curved leading to the increase of the hoop
force. After the reaching the maximum value at the height
equal to half of the footpoint separation, the hoop force
slowly decreases. The need of the rather steep hoop-force
decrease limits the footpoint separation.
In a pure 2D model, the confinement of an eruption is
possible only in the external magnetic field with the saddle-
like n-profile and not changing the direction (Filippov 2018).
There are no events in our sample with similar properties of
the coronal field. In a 3D model with a curved flux rope,
the existence of the second stable equilibrium point higher
in the corona is, in principle, possible even in a region with
the monotonic n-profile. The eruption can start at a low
height where the flux-rope curvature is small and nc ≈ 1
and be confined at a greater height where n ≤ 1.5, since
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Figure 11. Vertical distributions of the decay index n (a), forces acting on the flux rope (b), and the value of the electric current I (c) in
the dipolar external field. m2/m1 = 10, d2/d1 = 10, horizontal axes are in units of d1. F and I are in dimensionless units for d1 = 1,m1 = 1.
Figure 12. Vertical distributions of the decay index n (a), forces acting on the flux rope (b), and the value of the electric current I
(c) in the quadrupolar external field. m2/m1 = −10, d2/d1 = 10, horizontal axes are in units of d1. F and I are in dimensionless units for
d1 = 1,m1 = 1.
the flux rope becomes circular with the threshold for the
torus instability nc = 1.5. However, the n-profile should be
rather flat and, anyway, the possible upper equilibrium-point
position is very high compared to the starting point.
In the quadrupolar source regions with the switchback
decay-index profiles, all components of the Lorenz force are
directed upward above a null point. The most reasonable
force that can terminate ascending of the flux rope and bal-
ance the Lorenz force seems gravity. The gravity force can
be negligible at a low height compared with any component
of the Lorenz force and not influence on initial equilibrium
and stability of the flux rope, although under certain condi-
tion it can increase the value of nc (Tsap et al. 2019). The
situation is quite different at greater heights. In the height
interval of interest (h< 200 Mm), the free-fall acceleration
can be considered as constant, so the gravity force is also
constant, if the draining of the material from the filament
is negligible. In contrast, all components of the Lorenz force
decrease rapidly with height. At some height the gravity
force balances the upward forces and maintains the stabil-
ity. Of course, the shape of the flux rope becomes more or
less circular, and the filament material is able to drain down
along the sloping legs of the flux rope, that is really ob-
served. But this process is rather slow in comparison with
the eruption. In fact, filament arches are not observed for
a long time after failed eruptions, but loose their material
through the draining and fade out on the background coro-
nal emission, The remained magnetic structure of the flux
rope can ascend slowly after the lost of material and merge
with the coronal magnetic field.
We expected that the structure of the coronal magnetic
field would be decisive for the prospects of a filament erup-
tion, whether it would be successful or failed. However, in
the studied sample of failed eruptions we did not find in the
structure of the coronal field any specific features that can
be considered as responsible for confinement of eruptions.
We come to conclusion that in these limited-size events the
initial mass of filaments and the corresponding gravity force
determine the confinement.
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